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Flu is killing more people
than Covid19, and has been
for months
Latest ONS figures show the “pandemic” fatalities
have slowed to a trickle, and lockdown has nothing
to do with it.
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A
report from the UK’s O��ce of National Statistics (ONS)
shows that since at least June 19th, more people in the UK
have been dying of in�luenza than Covid19.

�is, of course, is despite the fact that “Covid19 deaths” are incredibly
vaguely de�ned.

Under UK law a person only has to test positive for the Sars-Cov-2
virus at any point in the 28 days prior to their death for “Covid19” to be on
their death certi�cate, a policy which totally ignores the fact the
majority of Sars-Cov-2 infections are completely symptomless (and
has already resulted in huge over-counts).

Meanwhile boring old in�luenza is lumbered with having to actually
contribute to the death before being added to the death certi�cate. And

https://off-guardian.org/wp-content/medialibrary/influenza-thumb-l.png?x42532
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/bulletins/deathsregisteredweeklyinenglandandwalesprovisional/latest
https://www.dumptheguardian.com/world/2020/aug/12/coronavirus-death-toll-in-england-revised-down-by-more-than-5000
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nevertheless, for three straight months, the UK has recorded more �lu
deaths than Covid deaths.

See this graph:

“Ah”, some of your may be saying, “this is just evidence that the lockdown,
social distancing and masks have worked.”

But that is obviously not the case. Clearly, if these measures did
anything to halt viral transmission, the �lu deaths would have gone
down as well. �ey have not. �ey are right in line with the �ve-year
average.

Despite social distancing and wearing masks and hand sanitizer on
every corner…the spread of the �lu virus has not halted one bit in its
usual annual progress through society.

https://off-guardian.org/wp-content/medialibrary/flu-deaths-greater-than-covid-deaths-ons-graph-aug-28th.jpg?x42532
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Ergo – the “emergency measures” have little to no impact on viral
transmission.

�e “novel” coronavirus is still spreading all across the population and
is now killing fewer people than normal �lu viruses, even though it’s
late summer and we’re well past the peak �lu season.

Even following the state’s own coronavirus narrative – that every
person who dies with the virus is a “covid death”, and that every
positive test is actually a “case” and not a false positive – even then the
Covid19 story is done. �e virus arrived, it hit those with weakened
immune systems or who were already seriously ill, and is now moving
harmlessly through the population – regardless of whatever draconian
controls we put in place to (allegedly) stop it.

Just as many epidemiologists and virologists predicted it would.

Does this mean the lockdown is over? Does this mean we can dump
“the new normal” and get back to the old normal, which – though I
wasn’t enjoying it much at the time – I now look back on as golden age
of calm and reason?

Does this mean the government are going to leave us alone?

In short, no.

Instead, the social controls are getting stricter. �e UK has announced
that, from Monday the 14th, no social gatherings of more than 6
people will be allowed. �ere’s talk of a curfew too.

Oh, and those “immunity passports”? You remember, the ones only
paranoid conspiracy theorists were ever worried about. Well, they
might be bringing those in to. As a purely temporary measure you
understand, so people can go to the movies again.

https://off-guardian.org/category/covexperts/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-54081131
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/more-towns-could-face-coronavirus-22653563
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8707867/Theatre-goers-sport-spectators-24-hour-Covid-passes.html
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�e numbers speak for themselves. �e “danger” – such as it ever was
– is over. �e curve has been �lattened, the hospitals protected, the
hands well and truly sanitized.

And yet the lockdown is still here, and getting tighter all the time.
Maybe, just maybe, it was never about the virus.
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Join the discussion

191 COMMENTS

newt2u  Sep 10, 2020 11:35 AM

Professor Spiegelhalter spoke on BBC Radio 4 this morning about his research (statistics
Uni Cambridge). He told us that the risk of death during the peak of this so called
pandemic, the risk of death doubled every 6 years, i.e. exponential growth. This struck me
as being quite normal and I researched death rates by age and found, surprise that
normally the risk of death is also exponential, i.e. doubles approximately every 5 years
see http://www.bandolier.org.uk/booth/Risk/dyingage.html.

So what does this mean? Well if there was no serious disease, we could label a subset of
the population chosen at random with anything and get this same death pro�le for that
labelling. Or in other words people die, older people are more at risk of dying.

But what about the excess deaths during lockdown. Well frightened people. Are more at
risk to succumbing to illness, isolated old people are more at risk of dying than if they had
the attention and care of their loved ones. Yes, the virus it is real, a very bad cold. I know, I
had it. Should we ruin the economy and continue to propagate fear for this? No way. Get
o�f your arses people, contact you MPs protest if you are able and lets try to get some
sanity in our democracy.

0 0  Reply

ZenPriest  Sep 10, 2020 11:25 AM

We know there is a hidden hand directing government.
All talk which does not address who they are, and what their aims are, is pissing in the
wind.
If you still do not know, start by educating yourselves on the ‘Russian Revolution’ and
work forwards to the present day.

0 0  Reply

jasmoran66  Sep 10, 2020 11:12 AM

I’m sure that ‘they’ WHO orchestrated this must have factored in a level of resistance at
some point. That resistance is now gaining some steam. So it now remains to be seen

newest 

http://www.bandolier.org.uk/booth/Risk/dyingage.html
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what their next step will be in response. It’s a sick pantomime.

1 0  Reply

bob  Sep 10, 2020 10:08 AM

GET READY!! U.N. CONCERT OFFICIALLY “DECLARES” THE NEW WORLD ORDER

https://lbry.tv/@richiefromboston:9/get-ready-u-n-concert-o��cially:1

3 0  Reply

Tutisicecream  Sep 10, 2020 9:39 AM

Today’s Guardian o�fering of fear “Expert questions drive to get people back into o��ces
in England” 

…Comes from, wait for it, Neil Ferguson! 

“One of UK’s top disease experts” The Graun still believes the discredited Prof is a top
expert!

They claim in their dumb funding blurb, “we investigate, interrogate and expose the
actions of those in power, without fear” Really? What happened here then?

But none of this, they just report the same tired old rhetoric “�lattening the curve”, “hot
spots” etc…

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/10/neil-ferguson-expert-questions-
drive-to-get-people-back-into-o��ces-in-england

Go �gure, all his predictions were false, all his assumptions are �lawed but the Guardian’s
rhetoric remains the same.

This is propaganda and faked news.

9 0  Reply

Simon  Sep 10, 2020 9:24 AM

The data is for in�luenza and pneumonia deaths. The actual �lu numbers are only a
fraction of this and arn’t even true. The numbers are lumped together and called “�lu
deaths” to give a perception that there is something a ‘�lu vaccine’ could help with. Rather
than being useful to expose the neo nazi covid cult these numbers actually cause people
to believe in the covid-19 propaganda since if people die from the �lu why not corona?
‘The �lu’ is infact a seasonal detox and so “the danger” is not over much less reduced by

https://lbry.tv/@richiefromboston:9/get-ready-u-n-concert-officially:1
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/10/neil-ferguson-expert-questions-drive-to-get-people-back-into-offices-in-england
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using �lu and pneumonia [vaccine marketing ]data to assert “Flu is killing more people
than Covid19”.

2 0  Reply

Sam  Sep 10, 2020 9:19 AM

Turns out Australia’s youngest “Covid victim” died of an overdose.

So once again we see that it is impossible to know how many people really died from the
virus.

7 0  Reply

Shin  Sep 10, 2020 9:25 AM

 Reply to  

Exactly Sam. The level of deceit being played politically is beyond belief.

3 0  Reply

Someone  Sep 10, 2020 11:13 AM

 Reply to  

Because “the virus” is a �ction

0 0

Only Dummies Get Flu ShotsOnly Dummies Get Flu Shots

A Victorian government spokeswoman said all deaths in Victoria with a positive coronavirus
diagnosis were included in the state’s toll, regardless of whether it was the overarching cause
of death. She said this reporting was consistent in all states and territories to ensure the
�gures were comparable throughout the country.

Sam

Sam

https://archive.vn/q1z4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vdml-4CGxko
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Me: Yeah. I had a brain scan.
Pete: What was wrong?
Me: Nothing wrong at all. They found I had a brain and knew how to use it, and so I don’t
have to wear a mask.

Pete laughed as I le�t the store.

11 0  Reply

Philippe  Sep 10, 2020 9:28 AM

 Reply to  

I am de�nitely stealing that response!

Thank you.

1 0  Reply

George Mc  Sep 10, 2020 9:05 AM

Jesus Fucking Christ! I have just clicked through dozens of news channels and I may as
well have just stayed with one. The same thing over and over: “COVID has changed and
continues to change everything and it’s going to be even worse than we imagined!” etc.
Sometimes it’s given a “rebel” spin with, “Those bastards were unprepared” and “I’m
really angry about it!”

Oh hang on, here’s something di�ferent: we are causing the animal populations to decline
…but wait a minute- no, there it is – COVID is part of the same devastating e�fect of
humanity etc. And – here comes the biggie: “We are going to have to restructure the
whole universe because of COVID”.

Please cut the crap! “We” may be restructuring – but it has fuck all to do with COVID!

8 0  Reply

crank  Sep 10, 2020 9:01 AM

Spoke with a friend who teaches mindfulness meditation yesterday. Whilst she admitted
that she does not read about current events, and therefore doesn’t feel that she can o�fer
an informed opinion, she was quite open to the idea that developments this year are
about something other than the virus.
We spoke about the notion that many people have actually enjoyed the time out from
the pressures of ‘so-called normal life’ – to be called ‘a hero’ for simply staying home and
taking free money from the government…it’s all quite appealing to a segment of the
population. She admitted that the experience had allowed her to focus on meditation
and that the taking away of autonomy was a kind of relief : a simplifying of life. We both

Petra Liverani
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acknowledged a degree of commonality between monastic life and being in prison.
What I don’t think people like her and many others realise is that we cannot have any of
this without the other, unpleasant aspects of totalitarianism. It is not too conducive to the
mindfulness practice when the prison guard comes into your cell uninvited to exercise
some random act of brutality upon you, or when you are dragged o�f to be tortured.
When the giant AI UBI system cuts o�f your access to food and water then the practice
and life come to a rather abrupt halt.
What fascinates me is that there is clearly a religious angle to what has unfolded. It is not
just a gri�t by big pharma and the Gates control tech cartel, nor just a wet dream of a ‘4th
industrial revolution’ spurted from the organs of WEF weirdos. Even the big �nance
restructure seems secondary to the sense that humanity itself is being re-ordered, re-
patterned into a new social-religious form.
As I hear of Zoom mindfulness retreats where teachers can earn serious big bucks rolling
out what seems to me to be a kind of ‘soma’ version of Buddhism to the placated masses
of locked down, atomised consumers, I wonder how this kind of thing might feature
more as time goes forward. ‘Religion’ as I understand it is the politics of spiritual
experience. The politics of the mindfulness revolution seem to be a form of woke-ism
very much in harmony with the New Normal society. It’s all a great opportunity to those I
have heard express opinion.
Was it merely another strange co-incidence that the rainbows displayed in every other
window, or in unison on the front pages of every newspaper in Spring, segued seamlessly
into the rainbows of Pride month ?
I would suggest that to understand these events (let alone to try and in any way steer
them) we must understand these aspects. Reason, as Kit says, is rather old hat nowadays.

7 0  Reply

bob  Sep 10, 2020 8:59 AM

“Flu is killing more people than Covid19”
and the british regime are about to kill even more

but hey, who cares ……………………..

5 0  Reply

George Mc  Sep 10, 2020 8:48 AM

Headline from Beeb

“World vaccine delivery ‘will need 8,000 jumbo jets'”
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0 0  Reply

Simon  Sep 10, 2020 11:17 AM

 Reply to  

Zero died from “the virus”. They died from the sausage sizzlers.

0 0  Reply

Petra Liverani  Sep 10, 2020 9:11 AM

Some light relief from all the nonsense.

This comes from this blog post by Mark:

https://pieceofmindful.com/2020/09/09/too-good-to-pass-up-a-snitch-has-had-
enough
Here’s a real conversation I had with Pete, a very nice man and clerk at our local liquor
store:

Pete: Mark, the boss is coming down hard on us. You gotta wear a mask or I can’t sell to
you.
Me: I don’t want to get anyone in trouble. I just don’t wear a mask, anywhere.
Pete: How do you shop at Kings Sooper?
Me: Honestly, they don’t pay any attention. I do go in with a plan, get my stu�f and get out,
trying to be a moving target.
Pete: Well, if you say you have a condition then I can let you go.
Me; You mean like I am exempt?
Pete: There ya go! [Rings up purchase. I had said the magic word.]
Me: I have seen a doctor, I am exempt.
Pete: Really?

Living From The Land on a Raw Vegan Diet | Self Living From The Land on a Raw Vegan Diet | Self ……

Sam

https://pieceofmindful.com/2020/09/09/too-good-to-pass-up-a-snitch-has-had-enough?fbclid=IwAR3Rg-cALj-iy_mvQ5dfjgP4eHmw8zNB_dkP_PmbOG9vbL2PLGzl4LZRnD0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrbotXY3zWw
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Which only makes you ponder how much time, money and material is being �lushed
down the drain on this crap.

8 0  Reply

Eyes Open  Sep 10, 2020 9:03 AM

 Reply to  

The same money could be spent on food for the starving. Hunger is killing more
than Covid.

7 0  Reply

Philippe  Sep 10, 2020 9:32 AM

 Reply to  

8,000 jumbo jets?

That’s a lot of carbon ( 🙂 )

Perhaps Extinction Rebellion should get on the case – maybe glue themselves to the
planes – and do something useful. For once.

4 0  Reply

P R Ivy  Sep 10, 2020 8:42 AM

I was under the impression that �lu and pneumonia deaths had been halved when (this
still yet to be proven to exist) covid1984 spiked, not sure where I got that information
from but the graph clearly shows it has been below the 5 year average this year and no
doubt the books were cooked but not by 50%.

Great article, but it will not be headline news where it needs to be, we don’t have
journalists in our mainstream media outlets, only propagandists who really ought to
know better that their lives too are going to be a�fected, their families will su�fer as a
result, as much as we need Drs and Nurses to come forward and end this we need the
very people who dreamed of becoming a journalist, went to uni, studied hard and worked
hard to become the very thing they are not today, we need them to walk out en masse,
social media is a reasonable platform for them to show the people they are real
journalists and end this insane bollocks of a scamdemic.

5 0  Reply

Eyes Open  Sep 10, 2020 9:05 AM

 Reply to  

I’m still waiting to hear John Pilger speak out about lockdown.

6 0

George Mc

George Mc

P R Ivy
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6 0
 Reply

Petra Liverani  Sep 10, 2020 9:15 AM

 Reply to  

That might be outside the bounds of his strict gatekeeper parameters.

3 0  Reply

Philippe  Sep 10, 2020 9:45 AM

 Reply to  

I do wonder about the msm – well, the print media anyway.

99% of what they print is absolutely on-message.

Yet small chinks of light do appear from time to time. for example, the Mail group
continues to publish Peter Hitchens in the Mail on Sunday. The Telegraph has also
published one or two questioning articles – nothing too outspoken but highlighting
at least some of the things discussed freely on this site. There may well be others.

Now, these could well be controlled opposition.

But perhaps it’s something else. I refuse to believe that every single journalist and
every single editor on every single newspaper is corrupt and/or fearful. That’s
thousands of people and the odds are against it.

It seems to me that they are all happy to publish their own particular brand of
slanted ‘news’ in accordance with their own particular agendas. The key words being
‘their own’. Perhaps not all of them are happy to be taking orders from whoever is
actually running the country these days. I realise I’m potentially appearing to
attribute some sort of low-rent altruism where it is perhaps not warranted, but ego
and arrogance (on their part) can sometimes achieve positive results when their
ability to produce their own slurs is curtailed.

We’ll know for sure if and when the public tide turns against the narrative. Logic
dictates the print media should follow the money. They have to in order to survive.
However, if they are 100% controlled, their output will not change.

In the meantime, I would advise anybody and everybody to avoid all of them like the
plague (no pun intended).

2 0  Reply

Grafter  Sep 10, 2020 10:09 AM

 Reply to  

Eyes Open

P R Ivy

Philippe
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“Logic dictates the print media should follow the money. They have to in order to
survive. However, if they are 100% controlled, their output will not change.”

Billionaires Blogs. They will never change.

0 0  Reply

Philippe  Sep 10, 2020 10:18 AM

 Reply to  

You’re probably right.

It will be interesting nonetheless. Assuming there ever is a public
‘awakening’. Perhaps when they announce the cancellation of Christmas. We
shall see.

0 0  Reply

Shin  Sep 10, 2020 8:42 AM

Covid Doctors Network website in Australia shut down because of overwhelming
positivity.

https://www.coviddoctorsnetwork.com/
Also, the doctors have had many threatening letters and emails. I have just �nished
watching an interview with one of the doctors describing just that.
Hopefully the site is back up and running shortly. Cheers!

3 0  Reply

John Scott  Sep 10, 2020 7:55 AM

I don’t wish to scare the living daylights out of you but the average age of those who have
died (theoretically) from covid-corona is 79.5 years old!…

5 0  Reply

Moneycircus  Sep 10, 2020 7:00 AM

Vaccine-derived Polio spreads from Chad to Sudan to Somalia.

Somalia Polio Flash Update: Week 34 2020, Posted Sep 5, 2020

Another case of vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) in Banadir region, the third
case in Somalia this year.

The WHO says there are typically many more unreported cases for every con�rmed
polio patient.

Grafter

https://www.coviddoctorsnetwork.com/
https://reliefweb.int/report/somalia/somalia-polio-flash-update-week-34-2020
https://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20200902/p2g/00m/0in/152000c
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LONDON (AP) Sep 3, 2020 — The World Health Organization says a new polio outbreak
in Sudan is linked to an ongoing vaccine-sparked epidemic in Chad — a week a�ter the
U.N. health agency declared the African continent free of the wild polio virus.

WHO said two children in Sudan were paralyzed in March and April. Both had been
recently vaccinated against polio… it had found 11 additional vaccine-derived polio cases
in Sudan…

[WHO said] the virus had also been identi�ed in environmental samples…The highly
infectious disease can spread quickly in contaminated water and most o�ten strikes
children under 5.

No, nothing to do with Gates. Nothing at all.

https://www.gatesfoundation.org/What-We-Do/Global-Development/Polio

7 0  Reply

Dr NG Maroudas  Sep 10, 2020 5:20 AM

Silly headline. Covid-19 _was_ an ordinary �lu. So you headline is saying, Flu kills more
than Flu, or something like that.

By the way, you do know that Covid-19 is dead? The original Wuhan strain died out some
time ago, according to a knowledgeable poster on this site; died not with a bang but a
whimper — only one human death.

2 0  Reply

JuraCalling  Sep 10, 2020 4:41 AM

” Instead, the social controls are getting stricter. The UK has announced that, from
Monday the 14th, no social gatherings of more than 6 people will be allowed. There’s
talk of a curfew too.”

This can be considered the anti peaceful demonstration law.

The gatherings all over Europe Last week didn’t break out into riots or bouts of violence. It
raised awareness and showed the numbers. The controllers weren’t expecting that and
are no doubt regretting that the morons, sorry, i mean police, in the helicopters didn’t
have any early xmas presents from Monsanto to drop among the crowd.So the beast took
a kick in both the le�t and right ball.

So this is the retaliation.Spiteful.They’re itching to impose full martial law.But we haven’t
had our ‘dope’ yet.

https://www.who.int/csr/don/01-september-2020-polio-sudan/en/
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/What-We-Do/Global-Development/Polio
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-54081131
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/more-towns-could-face-coronavirus-22653563
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The eugenicists have always assumed superiority of intellect.But, just to make sure, they
put a hundred plus years into dumbing potential dissenters down.It worked, but not
enough.They see that now.The elite, higher bred academics have been caught pulling o�f
a poorly planned scam that cost billions only to be caught by us plebs in the weaker end
of the gene pool.

Proof positive that eugenics is merely a nihilistic extermination and sterilisation
programme based on money, power and position that makes Hitler’s Nazi party look like
amateurs.. They haven’t got any science to back it up.They haven’t even got the science to
�nd and isolate a virus.But they can apparently make pigs tap dance and monkeys play
table tennis with their ‘amazing’ nano bullshit.

Covid is a ghost.A mechanism that’s being hyped up to become a catalysing event that
can be looked back on as an emergency that required emergency intervention by the
heroes.It’s basic psychology.Feed the same BS year a�ter year about resources running out
because there’s too many people, and too many people can cause damage to the climate /
ozone / global warming and we’ll be begging for mercy and rescue and they’ll have to
rescue us because they’re all Superman and John Wayne.

Sorry Bill. You and your papa can take your snake oil and inject it where the sun don’t
shine 😉

22 0  Reply

ZenPriest  Sep 10, 2020 8:36 AM

 Reply to  

Unite for Freedom – Trafalgar Square, 12pm, 26th Sept.

Yes “no more than six” released just in time for this.

4 0  Reply

Philippe  Sep 10, 2020 9:49 AM

 Reply to  

I wonder what they’ll do if 35,000 turn up again. They can’t arrest everybody.

I also wonder if there will be another BLM protest, coincidentally at the same
time and place, and what the o��cial reaction would be to that one, if it
materialises.

2 0  Reply

Watt  Sep 10, 2020 10:16 AM

 Reply to  

JuraCalling

ZenPriest

ZenPriest
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I shall go in a bunch of six. Simple! Let’s make this the BIG one. Time is running
out. Freedom window closing a bit if we stay home. Up and at ’em! as it were.

2 0  Reply

ZenPriest  Sep 10, 2020 10:22 AM

 Reply to  

Indeed. Spread the word. I won’t be social distancing from anyone though.
My conscience does not allow it. If they arrest us let everyone see them for
the thugs they are.
Love, Honour, DISobey!

1 0  Reply

bob  Sep 10, 2020 4:23 AM

No mention above of the ‘army’ of ‘Covid Secure Marshalls’ to maintain anti-social
distancing – is this what the imported, migrant boat people (ISIS) are for? armed? – who
the fuck and why the fuck are these people being allowed into the country and housed in
plenty of south coast hotels???

What is going on here and why are ‘the people’ being blamed for the increase in totally
false cases?

This looks increasingly now like a physical and psychological WAR against the English
people ….. it has NEVER been about a virus …. there is no pandemic – and the regime is
totally out of control and yet the majority comply with no formal political opposition …..
you have been warned

16 -3  Reply

S Cooper  Sep 10, 2020 5:15 AM

 Reply to  

The question to ask is what would measures or actions would lessen such controls?

1 0  Reply

livingsb  Sep 10, 2020 4:18 AM

For the last fucking time: There is no such thing as Covid.

6 0  Reply

Dr NG Maroudas  Sep 10, 2020 5:45 AM

 Reply to  

Watt

bob

livingsb
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LivingsB, please, please do not muddy the waters. Covid Corvis is a virus family
popularly known as Bird Flu (from the Latin Corvis or the Scots Corvi, a crow). Covid-
19 was a member of this family, never dangerous and now vanished – except for a
few samples kept for study in the laboratory.

What you mean to say is, I suggest: “There is no such thing as Con-19”. Con-19 is my
name for a blockbuster Disaster Medicine Shlock Movie that is sweeping the world;
an AZC Production, from the same studio that brought you Disaster Explosion
Shlock Movie Con-911.

2 -2  Reply

Someone  Sep 10, 2020 11:18 AM

 Reply to  

Never say “last time”, you’ll probably have to say it a lot more times yet.

0 0  Reply

Voxi Pop  Sep 10, 2020 3:15 AM

https://worldchangebrief.webnode.com

“Racist Covid?”Avoids Africa/ Latino Imigrants Like Trump/ Environmental Record
Trumps Nobel?/ Watch Out – Alexa In Rentals and Hotels/ Tips On Flying Maskless
Now/ 

MAGA Dance Riot!

1 0  Reply

paul_m  Sep 10, 2020 3:10 AM

you can now see why they had to get rid of Jeremy Corbyn.

15 -1  Reply

P R Ivy  Sep 10, 2020 9:04 AM

 Reply to  

Why? JC is playing the Covid19 game, even proudly wears a mask, he has said fuck all
about the harms being done and the idiotic insanity of the govt, you sure you got the
right Corbyn? His brother Piers Corybyn has been on the front line protesting this
nonesene, Do you think a man playing the covid game now, would not do if elected
into power? We will never know but todays evidence shows that he, along with other
le�ties whom I admired to high heavens have rolled over faster than a dog expecting
to have its belly tickled.

livingsb

paul_m

https://worldchangebrief.webnode.com/
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Here Plaid Cymru are trying to muzzle their own voters, by making masks
mandatory, which has woken quite a few here up to what a fascist party Plaid really
is, silver lining being the despots in PC have shot themselves in the foot over this,
also worth pointing out, Our �rst minister is said to be of the same mindset as JC,
unfortunately for the good people of Wales he is just as despotic and idiotic as the
right wing Govt in London.

3 -1  Reply

Grodley  Sep 10, 2020 11:35 AM

 Reply to  

JC tweeted his support for ‘zero covid’ today. He’s fully on-board.

0 0  Reply

RNAsplicer  Sep 10, 2020 3:06 AM

Math, the CDC way:

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/new-revelations-on-the-covid-death-
count_GSGLXySLKU6JtCn.html

2 0  Reply

Kalen  Sep 10, 2020 1:49 AM

From RT about psychological toll on people because of COVID fear mongering and medial
hysteria as they became mentally tamed, institutionalized like prisoners.

RT piece entitled: “Covid-19 has given a sense of meaning to those who never found it
elsewhere… & they’d rather live under lockdown than give it up”
“…These are the people who have everything to lose if the world suddenly comes to its
senses, ditches the lockdowns, puts away the cleaning products, and takes o�f the masks.

Their most visible representatives may be the shrieking ‘Karens’ who condemn bare-
faced children to death in grocery stores, but for every one of those who makes it onto
social media, thousands more sit at home, endlessly wiping down surfaces, the only
outward sign of their troubled souls a ‘Wear a Mask’ tag in their Twitter handle. These
people will go to great lengths to avoid a return to the ‘old normal’, when they were just
another (unmasked!) face in the crowd.

The media loves the rule-obeyers – they’re the best captive audience a cable network
could ask for! – and the government appreciates their willingness to enforce even those
dictates that adversely a�fect their quality of life. So it’s up to their loved ones to talk them
o�f the ledge and remind them there is meaning outside following someone else’s rules.
Their lives, and ours, may depend on it.”

paul_m

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/new-revelations-on-the-covid-death-count_GSGLXySLKU6JtCn.html
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yea, the frontlines in COVID war are across our kitchen tables.

26 0  Reply

Paul  Sep 10, 2020 1:04 AM

It’s over for Boris, Hancock, Whitty and Vallance and they know it.

It’s embarrassing watching them. Anyone with half a brain cell can see they’re lying
through their teeth.

So these rules are to protect granny.
Are these the same grannies the above named murdered with their policies.

Even if there was a virus then what are we protecting the NHS from.

It’s empty.

Are we protecting the NHS from patients.

25 0  Reply

Researcher  Sep 10, 2020 2:20 AM

 Reply to  

The idea is to destroy the NHS. They will privatize everything. That’s where this is
headed.

9 0  Reply

ttshasta  Sep 10, 2020 3:12 AM

 Reply to  

The goal perchance is to bring CA & UK health care down to US levels?
Pardon, I meant the disease care’s pro�t maintenance corporations.

4 0  Reply

JuraCalling  Sep 10, 2020 4:52 AM

 Reply to  

That’s why they �xed the election via the data ( Cummings’ speciality) and were
allowed to contrive a character assassination of JC based on spurious and
unfounded allegations which, to this day, haven’t been shown to have any truth
in them.Why the accusers have never been called to question says much about
democracy.

Corbyn’s main goal was to mend an ailing NHS. His bone of contention he
invited Johnson to chew over was Johnson’s secret meeting about the future of

Paul

Researcher

Researcher
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the NHS and the selling out to Trumps friends in the pharma business and
Monsanto.Corbyn knows now, you don’t argue with Trump. He represents
powerful masters.And America of course.

Johnson refused point blank to con�rm, deny, or debate it. Maybe they were
disussing a big surprise post-Christmas. Something that would reshape
medicine, medical care and the future of the lower end of society’s access to
genuine care.Some kind of pandemic they had planned ..

5 0  Reply

JuraCalling  Sep 10, 2020 4:25 AM

 Reply to  

No, we’re protecting ourselves from the NHS.

9 0  Reply

Mick  Sep 10, 2020 9:41 AM

 Reply to  

The four horsemen had better have somewhere good to hide when the public wake
up and see this fraud for what it is. The great British public will be baying for blood.
As for protecting Granny, well I am 66 so about grandparent age and I say ‘bring it
on! I call your blu�f Hancock you wanker’. I would rather have this fake virus than live
like this.

4 0  Reply

Grafter  Sep 10, 2020 10:27 AM

 Reply to  

“when the public wake up and see this fraud for what it is. The great British
public will be baying for blood.”

Yes I had that same fantasy dream last night.

0 0  Reply

Arby  Sep 10, 2020 12:56 AM

“Ergo – the “emergency measures” have little to no impact on viral transmission.” The
emergency measures have little to no impact on sickness. But the environment, including
the oppressive blanket of ’emergency measures’, does nothing good for our health.

9 0  Reply

Ort  Sep 10, 2020 12:54 AM

Paul

Paul

Mick
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I was raised Roman Catholic, but it didn’t take; by adolescence I had become my present
“freethinking”, skeptical agnostic self.

I mention this to say that even though it didn’t take, for some reason reading about the
UK restriction to limiting social gatherings to groups of six made me think of the earliest
days of the church, at least as presented in parochial school mythology.

The populace is now being treated like the Roman Empire (until Constantine) treated
Christians– oppressed and persecuted as dangerous, malignant renegade heretics.

The credulous, low-information, submissive COVID True Believers are victims too, but the
enlightened UK residents who see through the scamdemic might want to start
clandestinely excavating catacombs.

13 0  Reply

Rhys Jaggar  Sep 10, 2020 12:26 AM

And you would rather all that nonsense from the Government than use non-peaceful
means to stop these criminal charlatans??

There comes a time when you have to ask what levels of control you will tolerate before
you give up your peaceful mantras.

Quakers had to ask those questions around the time of Hitler and I am not sure they
came up with a very satisfactory answer.

Reasoned arguments only work with those with a conscience, human decency and a
sense of fair play.

It would be very hard to state right now that those imposing all the new control
mechanisms possess a single one of those redeeming features….

28 0  Reply

ZenPriest  Sep 10, 2020 8:41 AM

 Reply to  

When they come for me they shall see. It will not be a peaceful surrender but a
brutal encounter.

1 0  Reply

Doctortrinate  Sep 10, 2020 12:03 AM

Covid19 – has killed more people than the Flu….because if the people believe a word with
a number attached to it is a danger to life – then they’re already gone – question then is,

Rhys Jaggar
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just how many are there ?

though, miracles do happen –

the Lazarus e�fect

8 0  Reply

Dr NG Maroudas  Sep 10, 2020 6:52 AM

 Reply to  

@Doctortrinate: “Covid19 – has killed more people than the Flu”. Nonsense, Covid19
_was_ the Flu (Bird Flu, from Latin Covis or Scots Corvi, a Crow). I propose the name
Con-19 for that imaginary disease spread by the PTB and their MSM. Con-19 plays
the starring role in Shlock and Awe, a Medical Disaster blockbuster. Con-19 is
brought to you by AZC Studios, who also produced famed Explosion Disaster
blockbuster, Con-911.

With apologies for rehashing my previous post on this thread. From criticisms of
some O�fG posts, made to me by a friend who happens to be a �rm Con-19 Believer, I
think it is important that Truthers be accurate.

0 0  Reply

Philippe  Sep 10, 2020 8:07 AM

 Reply to  

I took Doctortrinate’s comment to be metaphorical.

0 0  Reply

Waldorf  Sep 10, 2020 7:13 AM

 Reply to  

Spanish police attempt to arrest a woman not weSpanish police attempt to arrest a woman not we……

Doctortrinate

Dr NG Maroudas

Doctortrinate

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=px2b318tUEQ
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The dı�ference here from Brıts ıs that the Spanısh have a hıstory of relatıvely recent
civil war, fascism and resistance to it, less submissive forms of le�tism than you get in
the UK, and of course anarchism. More people know with this backgroung that
Senor Plod is not their friend. Britain is not like that however.

4 0  Reply

Watt  Sep 10, 2020 10:23 AM

 Reply to  

Yaaaay!! Let’s have much more of the same! Very much. Enough is enough.

0 0  Reply

aspnaz  Sep 9, 2020 11:52 PM

More evidence that the politicians have been bought and that the MSM are part of the
fraud.

Who’s doing the paying? The Davos crowd that stretches from Xi to Bezos: the Bezos that
just hired a retired NSA general to join the board of Amazon … not a business or product
expert, a fucking spook! And people still buy Amazon’s Alexa!. What did the spook do to
fuck over the taxpayer that earned him this retirement-job payo�f?

9 0  Reply

Moneycircus  Sep 9, 2020 11:45 PM

Public hygiene alert

You should be alert to government viruses, and adopt hygienic practices to avoid
contamination. In particular, be aware of infection tools developed by the Joint Threat
Research Intelligence Group (JTRIG) for British intelligence o��cials. These tools include
the ability to:

Arti�cially in�ate page view counts on websites (SLIPSTREAM)
Manipulate the results of online polls (UNDERPASS
Amplify sanctioned messages on YouTube (GESTATOR)
Censor video content deemed to be “extremist” (SILVERLORD)
Find private photographs of targets on Facebook (SPRING BISHOP)
Spoof any email address and send an email under that identity (CHANGELING).

https://www.aclu.org/other/jtrig-tools-and-techniques

You can �nd JTRIG documents here in PDF format: https://www.google.com/search?
client=�refox-b-e&q=behavioural-science-support-for-jtrigs-e�fects

Doctortrinate

https://www.aclu.org/other/jtrig-tools-and-techniques
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-e&q=behavioural-science-support-for-jtrigs-effects
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The Intercept also published: How Covert Agents In�ltrate the Internet to Manipulate,
Deceive, and Destroy Reputations which highlights the simple bloody-minded soldier
boot boy approach. https://theintercept.com/2014/02/24/jtrig-manipulation/

End of public hygiene alert

19 0  Reply

Voz 0db  Sep 9, 2020 11:37 PM

Flu and Pneumonia kill every year (since the last 11 years) in my country around 6.000
people!

Around 500 per month deaths FLU&Pneumonia

Since March, when we started to use the Fraud Label CUVID (CU=ASS) until today we’ve
1849 CUVID deaths: that’s 264 per month!

Biggest SCAM of the XXI century… At least until the next one!

8 -2  Reply

Kalen  Sep 9, 2020 11:34 PM

More from COVID absurdity-land.

House of vaccination Cards is falling down despite at least $20 billions of governments
had out for research alone.

An easily predicted by many scientists �asco of vaccine safety a�ter six months of
development when average development time for vaccines is 15 years.

The fact is that some ad hoc cooked AZN biochemical compound called vaccine
candidate already seriously injured one test subject so far as there was no full disclosure
of all results yet. In fact suspending trial is not a gesture of good intend but a way to cover
up dangerous experiments. Now only internal review within AZN and Oxford will be
conducted with no public disclosures made as AZN Oxford already got license to kill or
maim With impunity.

But what is this “Marvelous” AZN vaccine that hugely boosted their stock price ? 

“Stat News reports that the large, Phase 3 study testing a Covid-19 vaccine being developed by
AstraZeneca and the University of Oxford at dozens of sites across the U.S. has been put on
hold due to a suspected serious adverse reaction in a participant in the United Kingdom.”

https://theintercept.com/2014/02/24/jtrig-manipulation/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/09/08/astrazeneca-covid-19-vaccine-study-put-on-hold-due-to-suspected-adverse-reaction-in-participant-in-the-u-k/?utm_content=bufferaae54&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=twitter_organic
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Per ABC description it is a TROJAN HORSE VACCINE. What a proper name to describe
vaccination deception.

Please read carefully what they imply, namely that mild common cold coronavirus has
the same cell receptor binding spike proteins as SC2 and if so SC2 spikes can be
supposedly blocked from bonding to human cell by antibodies developed by exposure to
common cold.

So.. why won’t we all just kiss and hug strangers on the street tell them we love them and
.., get common cold as soon as cold season starts. Our children already get their cold and
consequently immunity via TCell infection resistance and hence may forget SC2
vaccination. Such approach would bring more health and joy with a occasional running
nose as a side e�fect to the mentally terrorized with COVID fear-porn people.

The SC2 coronavirus If exists as a public threat seems more and more like a any of
common cold, for which vaccines ended up in disaster despite four decades of research
and clinical trials.

Just a technical note: basically AZN VV and Moderna mRNA vaccine do not deal with SC2
viral RNA at all but with blocking spike proteins only, so if theoretically alleged virus
infects human cell, vaccines do nothing to prevent virus reproduction nor they act to
neutralize virus itself but only to block bonding which is common task of TCells searching
for non-human DNA, proteins, break it down or kill it (disrupt metabolism) if alive.

The Inevitable theoretical result of those vaccines is lingering viral RNA debris possibly
creating additional false positives on PCR tests where there is no active viral infection
present, making Commercial vaccines look as they do not work at all.

That issue was addressed by recent shocking NYT article, a�ter 6 months of swearing near
perfect accuracy of PCR, stating that actually PCR is way too sensitive and may produce
massive false positives related not to present infection but to existing inert viral load in
human organism or shedding viral debris among healthy and/or recovered COVID
patients.

Britain’s Oxford University and AstraZeneca are making what scientists call a “viral vector”
vaccine but a good analogy is the Trojan horse. The shots are made with a harmless virus – a
cold virus that normally infects chimpanzees – that carries the spike protein’s genetic material
into the body. Once again, the body produces some spike protein and primes the immune
system, but it, too, is a fairly new [e�ectively untested] technology.Two possible competitors
are made with di�erent human [common] cold viruses.
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So in March we suppose to believe all PCR tests like a bible and now we suppose
disregard PCR results if recipient of vaccine tests positive.

COVID Deception has no end.

14 0  Reply

Rhys Jaggar  Sep 10, 2020 12:30 AM

 Reply to  

Why you would ever see an MSM newspaper/website as a source of scienti�c
integrity is quite beyond me.

The vast majority of journalists, editors etc were Arts majors with absolutely no
concepts of scienti�c enquiry whatsoever.

NEVER, EVER, EVER see such sources as places to gain a scienti�c understanding.

11 0  Reply

Arby  Sep 10, 2020 12:59 AM

 Reply to  

When they take their time with vaccines… they still kill and make people sick
because they are POISON!!!

5 0  Reply

Grafter  Sep 10, 2020 10:43 AM

 Reply to  

The one word we must spread the closer we get to vaccine time …

POISON

0 0  Reply

Researcher  Sep 10, 2020 2:40 AM

 Reply to  

By using a common coronavirus and the spike protein vector they are actually
creating a hybrid monster.

There is no virus circulating. It’s only in the vaccine. It’s never existed outside a lab.

Nothing they are claiming is legitimate. The mRNA will rewrite our DNA causing
protein misfolding, disease and death.

The vaccine is basically a death sentence.

Kalen

Kalen

Arby

Kalen
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I’d be very surprised if they were giving any of the phase 3 trial subjects the vaccine.
There’s nothing legitimate about their research or these trials.

5 0  Reply

Glenda  Sep 10, 2020 6:26 AM

 Reply to  

I have read that having colds previously confers immunity: some people show
antibodies for these, could be confused as antibodies to COVID19, and others might
have immunity but o�ten healthy people don’t show antibodies.

2 0  Reply

George Mc  Sep 9, 2020 11:27 PM

The grindingly tedious robotic drone of a “second wave” has oozed into sight. Surely the
audience of this tenth rate pantomime must be dozing o�f. But there it goes – on and on
and on. It’s like one if those automated responses that you just put up with.

12 0  Reply

Paul  Sep 10, 2020 12:22 AM

 Reply to  

A tenth rate pantomime is being too kind.

7 0  Reply

Someone  Sep 10, 2020 5:08 AM

 Reply to  

Yeah, if it were a pantomime at least it would be silent…

2 0  Reply

Orhell  Sep 9, 2020 11:03 PM

Psychology is everything, when groups of like-minded Humans are involved, yet it is a
fallacy of the individual mind to deny this truth with respect to the individual considering
it. “I’m a free thinking person, and I make up my own mind” says every mind controlled s-
cker.

Organised religion- used to �rst motivate our intelligent ape species to wipe out all the
other intelligent apes species on the planet (in the period before ‘recorded’ History)-
exploits this mechanism. We laugh when we westerners see it visible in tribal ritual in
Africa, and yet we westerners are subject to the same at a deeper and far more dangerous
level.

Kalen

George Mc

Paul
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The plague false �lag is going to have more signi�cance than the call to arms against the
other ‘talking apes’ thousands of years back. Becoming the only talking species was the
�rst GREAT RESET. Today we are witnessing the second, as we move rapidly to the
elimination of 95% of the Human population. Sadly even those who believe in and are
serving the Great Rest do not know the true intent of their demon masters- namely the
elimination of all higher thinking in the Universe. True evil is anti self-aware life in the
Universe, and acts to eliminate it – to return the Universe to its pure clockwork status.
True evil is the clockwork Universe ‘antibody’ system.

The quite little voice in your head telling you to “jump’ when you stand close to a sheer
cli�f edge.

Most Humans do not, and do not want to think at a higher level- they want other Humans
to do that thinking for them. Alphas are the high lever thinkers, and other Humans
choose to disassociate from the alphas. It has always been thus- but means that Human
History tends to be a ‘game of alphas’. When ‘good’ alphas allow themselves to be
suppressed, evil alphas reign over history, and they do the bidding of their demon
controllers- unwittingly or joyfully.

The plague false �lag rallies every method in a determined attempt to win all the
marbles. And the Blair, Gates, Soros et al team (all of whom have proudly declared their
fabian �lavour) control assets and resources unlike anything ever previously possible. Icke
and Coleman name the devil, but most sites like this one are the weakest of sauce even if
well meant. The standard “good people should be meek, polite and quietly spoken- never
saying anything rude or controversial”. Standard CoE training of the masses to ensure
their ine�fectiveness.

7 -3  Reply

ame  Sep 9, 2020 11:22 PM

 Reply to  

welcome back sunset

1 0  Reply

JuraCalling  Sep 10, 2020 7:58 AM

 Reply to  

What were the ‘oraginzed religions’ before recorded history ‘?

”the elimination of all higher thinking in the Universe. True evil is anti self-aware
life in the Universe, and acts to eliminate it ”

Orhell

Orhell
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Can you tell us about what or who comprises the higher thinking in the Universe ?
What is ‘anti self – aware’ ?

”True evil is the clockwork Universe ‘antibody’ system.”

Can you elaborate on that please.

”The standard “good people should be meek, polite and quietly spoken- never
saying anything rude or controversial”. Standard CoE training of the masses to
ensure their ine�fectiveness.”

Can you translate any of that ?

Were you called Binra last week ?

1 0  Reply

ZenPriest  Sep 10, 2020 9:08 AM

 Reply to  

1. people with higher awareness who can see what’s really going on. the evil
parasites running the world want these people eliminated, for obvious
reasons. Higher thinking is self-aware. Evil is lower thinking, hence anti-self
aware. It is that state it would wish to force on all of us.

2. i interpret that as anti-nature, anti-God. Anti-Logos. What is good and natural
at least with regards to the natural world, ‘runs like clockwork’. What is evil
disrupts and causes everything to fail.

3. the CoE and Christianity in general trains people to be submissive – perfect
fodder for the captors. This is easy since these institutions have been
infested with the evil ones.

I believe most Christians are so afraid of ‘sin’ they would never strike back
against evil, and this I consider cowardice and immoral (evil). One can embody
the values of Christ and still stand up for what is right. Jesus encouraged this in
fact.

0 0  Reply

ZenPriest  Sep 10, 2020 8:59 AM

 Reply to  

The alpha is categorised as sel�sh by the masses, but as your post shows the alpha is
really motivated by helping the masses. It is most unfortunate that the masses are
too stupid to attack the very person who is trying to save them.
Ah well.

0 0  Reply
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ZenPriest  Sep 10, 2020 9:00 AM

 Reply to  

*and attack the very people who are

0 0  Reply

tonyopmoc  Sep 9, 2020 10:58 PM

Many years ago, whilst I was learning raw html, I was bored during my lunch break, and
brie�ly inserted a little bit of raw html into a very busy UK website, which had absolutely
nothing to do with my job. I was an IT Professional at the time, and I knew I was breaking
all the rules…but it was only a bit of code, and I haven’t done it since, and would no longer
have a clue how to do it now. It was over 20 years ago. I deleted my code in less than an
hour. I might have confessed later. My management most certainly didn’t know I did it
and it was completely unprofessional. I apologise.

I just wanted to measure the number of people who actually wrote anything on this
website, compared to the number of the people who read it. I was completely amazed at
the results.

For Every 1 Person who wrote anything

Over 1,000 people were reading it, who never wrote anything.

So don’t be shy.

Do not assume, just because little you wrote it..that no one actually read it.

Many thousands of people may have read your words.

The ratio is probably much bigger now.

We are The RESISTANCE – we might be crap – but we are all we have got, unless you do
something to help us and SPEAK UP.

Tell Your friends how completely ridiculous it is. I have had to cancel my little party
because no more than 6 people are allowed, and my friends obey the law ( they are good
people)

PROTEST – why can’t we have a party?????

Phone your MP up and Complain.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bjCkG6n0RI&feature=youtu.be

Tony

ZenPriest

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bjCkG6n0RI&feature=youtu.be
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11 0  Reply

Lou  Sep 10, 2020 12:11 AM

 Reply to  

What you say has really hit me today….why the fear to speak up.?

The fear of declaring the TRUTH
And being abandoned, rejected, humiliated , and ignored.

Seeing the TRUTH but fear of supporting it for the same reasons.

Fear of being associated with what you know in your heart is TRUE.

This is the REAL VIRUS ..that we can develop total IMMUNITY from.

By Declaring the TRUTH
Supporting the TRUTH
Collaborating whole heartedly with the TRUTH

We’re STRONG TOGETHER
In PEACE We STAND

7 0  Reply

Rhys Jaggar  Sep 10, 2020 12:33 AM

 Reply to  

John Ward has voiced similar things in times gone by concerning his own website
(therealslog.com and its predecessor).

I learned this lesson decades ago, but it perhaps fully came home to me working in a
very political organisation where me simply asking questions with no intention of
challenging hierarchical authority was seen as something 95%+ of employees were
too scared to engage in.

Quite how you can be change agents in management consultancy when you are a
frightened rabbit inside your own organisation is quite beyond me, but there never
was any logic to British Industry….

1 0  Reply

Richard  Sep 10, 2020 3:47 AM

 Reply to  

“ I just wanted to measure the number of people who actually wrote anything on this
website, compared to the number of the people who read it. I was completely amazed at the
results. “

tonyopmoc

tonyopmoc

tonyopmoc
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I am likewise amazed that this picture from last week at …

https://o�f-guardian.org/2020/09/03/hancocks-half-hour/#comment-233769

… received �ve thousand views at imgur .. that’s 5000 clicks on an o�f-G comment !

1 0  Reply

Waldorf  Sep 10, 2020 8:49 AM

 Reply to  

A lot more people lurk on sites than actually comment, but it would be interesting to
know what the site tra��c is at O�f-Guardian. Does anyone know?

0 0  Reply

Moneycircus  Sep 9, 2020 10:53 PM

UK Column News – 9th September 2020
PART ONE

HALT !
No more social gatherings from Sep 14
Coroni is confused because he can’t be caught at work, school or a wedding
But he can be caught in a home with more than six people, in a pub or a restaurant.

UKC: This is a massive psychological attack on people’s minds to confuse, stress and
pressure people to make them easy to push around.
Who is running government — Don’t ask MPs. Sorry, they haven’t a clue.

PHARM MAKE COVID PLEDGE
They have signed a pledge to make vaccines to sound scienti�c principles (Interesting,
didn’t they before?)
Now they promise to:

Always make well-being of individuals the priority
Adhere to ethical standards in trials
Only submit for approval after demonstrating safety
O�er vaccines to all people worldwide.

ASTRA-ZENECA SUSPENDS TRIAL
The leading, front-running trial has harmed a volunteer.
There has been a suspected serious adverse reaction in a volunteer. AZ doesn’t say what
happened — it’s serious but participant is expected to recover.

tonyopmoc

https://off-guardian.org/2020/09/03/hancocks-half-hour/#comment-233769
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UKC: Everywhere we look at vaccines we �nd these routine accidents. They always say the
person will recover but they don’t mention what may happen 10 years down the line.

Email from viewer: The story doesn’t mention what the reaction is. But if they have no
liability and yet they stop, so one imagines it is serious.
Astra-Zeneca also mentions adverse reactions from stage two of the trials: surprise,
surprise, they’re all symptoms of Covid.

BBC: SALON BANS CORONA TALK
A�ter requesting clients avoid talk about Covid and excusing them from wearing masks
— a hair salon earns a visit from the police.

UKC: Brave people are challenging the system. The cabal is clamping down on anyone
who contradicts it.

REGIONALISATION OF UK
Dividing the UK is a long-term EU strategy, pursued very obviously under Tony Blair. Now
even with Britain outside the EU, there is another massive attack on the (unwritten)
constitution.

UKC: No one wants to see massive regional blocs. They want local communities to have
in�luence on policy. Why is EU regionalization policy being pushed through in the middle
of Event Covid?

UKC’s Alex Thomson says the EU policy is following that of German during WW2. Third
Reich printed maps for the future Europe showing the splitting up of England with the
southwest carved o�f as an Atlantic naval base.

FUEN – Federation of European Nations… in German FEUV the V standing for ‘people
groups’ is a long standing German strategy for Europe. This has been pursued by the
Congress of European Nationalities and is a continuing and long-term plan to split o�f
races…

In the past Germany has looked at the Arthurian history in Devon, Dorset and Somerset
and the independent history of Cornwall and thought it a good idea to hive them o�f.

Under Edward Heath PM, in 1974 and Margaret Thatcher PM, in 1986 we saw the move
towards super-regions and that accelerated under Tony Blair PM, in 2007 with
Devolution: this corresponds with an EU policy that creates bodies answering directly to
Brussels with the abolition of local democracy.

ADVERTISING “SHOP 4 PLYMOUTH”
UKC’s Brian Gerrish: Advertisment calls for people to shop in the socially-distanced, anti-
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Covid, safe and sterile city of Plymouth. The sting comes at the end: the video is produced
by Plymouth, Britain’s Ocean City, with HM Government & the EU Regional Development
Fund.

So it wasn’t a local advert at all. And we’re supposed to have le�t the EU. So what’s going
on? And who the hell is Her Majesty’s Government? That’s no longer clear.

UKC: This is calculated policy to break down the nation state. We have not le�t the EU. The
only good news is the cabal is panicking and they want to push their policies though
ASAP because time is not on their side.

ECONOMY TOTTERS
Andy Haldane, Bank of England chief economist, says the UK economy must ‘adapt’ and
that the chancellor should not extend the furlough scheme: “we need to undergo a
period of change and people should adjust quickly. Elongating the coronavirus job
retention scheme would not allow the process of adjustment to take place”.

The Committee on Climate Change said UK is lagging on emissions targets and that a
net-zero policy should be imposed on all regional departments and that the public be
engaged to tackle climate change.

But if there is no signi�cant change in UK public behaviour it will not meet its objectives.

UKC: well, what is coming to change our behaviour?

Former BoE Governor Mark Carney said companies that don’t adapt to the new Green
economy will go bankrupt. Those who don’t comply would be punished. Thus the BoE
policy remains unchanged – ungreen companies will be put out of business.

UKC’s Brian Gerrish: There are policies running in the background that have never been
discussed with the public: Breaking up of UK into EU regions; Government drive for
Climate Change being forced into existence and now they want to get rid of small
businesses. The only remaining businesses will be the big global companies.

None of these policies – like closing small businesses – could have been proposed by
politicians. It would have been rejected. Someone else is in charge.

SHEFFIELD PROTEST INJURIES
A video shows how violent the police were. A contributor says police were brutal, even
frightened. Why so? They must have been ordered to tackle crowds violently. The way
they handled a 73 year-old scientist was as bad as any authoritarian country in the
world.
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Another man called Rob was crushed against a bollard… and it seems it was the police
that crushed him. When he fell to the ground, unconscious, he needed resuscitation,
which they were slow to o�fer.

People are dying in police captivity. This has nothing to do with BLM. It is worldwide. This
is not the fault of the “bobby on the beat”. The police are being “reframed” by training
courses and applied behavioural psychology that is meant to make the police aggressive.
Police spouses have con�rmed this.

Diversity training seems to be the culprit. MP Andrew Bridgen says he thinks it is the
result of brainwashing.

LITTLE BOOK OF GREEN NUDGES
Forty nudges to prompt sustainable behaviour on university campus.
Who is behind it this brainwashing of students? The UN Environment Program, the
Behavioural Insights Team, Grid Arendal and Youth & Education Alliance.

GRID ARENDAL – Что это такое?
A non-pro�t environmental communications centre based in Norway. “We transform
environmental data into innovative, science-based information products….
and provide capacity-building services…
with the aim of strengthening management capacity and motivating decision makers to
— YAWN — make positive changes.
We collaborate with the — UGH, YAWN — UN Environmental Programme and other
partners around the world.
Smiley face.”

Sorry, are you still awake?

Their partners are in the dozens… if not the hundreds. This needs investigating.

YOUTH & EDUCATION ALLIANCE
This is the UN. So it’s the UN working with the UN. The Environment Programme.
Accountability and transparency is totally lacking. You just know it’s the UN.
But, so�t… … the UN document is written by the UK Behavioural Insights Team. So this
body that instructs the UK government is also writing documents for the UN.

4 -2  Reply

Koba  Sep 9, 2020 10:51 PM

It never was about a virus. It was an excuse to blame the inevitable collapse of the
economy on a mild virus and to see how much they could/can get away with, and we let
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them take an inch and instead they’ve taken that inch beyond our solar system

7 0  Reply

Waldorf  Sep 10, 2020 8:46 AM

 Reply to  

A friend of mine has expressed the view that there was another economic shrinkage
like 2008 on the cards, and they decided to mix Covid into it so they would have
more control on society at this unfortunate time. It would explain the strange
overkill towards a relatively harmless disease.

0 0  Reply

Moneycircus  Sep 9, 2020 10:50 PM

UK Column News – 9th September 2020
PART TWO

CABAL NOT GOVERNMENT
This is not government. It is a bunch of institutions that work across government, across
countries and which advise or help to run the international institutions.

This is a pseudo scienti�c, wannabe technocratic group that imposes agendas upon
governments, while people are steered or nudged into what these interest groups want
to do.

Behavioural science shows that a nudge into greener decisions can spur environmental
action on the campus.

   Resetting default options
   Gentle persuasion
   Framing choices
   Harnessing social in�ence

All lead to sustainable conduct and an eco-friendly campus.

Nudging is based on the psychology of decision making. Our brains can’t make sense of
the world – so they use mental short cuts that result in doing what others do, follow
ingrained routines or act on autopilot.

With knowledge of these cognitive processes we can make changes to options people
have — or explicitly design choices.

BBC MEDIA ACTION
Nazanin Zaghari-Radcli�fe who has been in prison in Iran for some years faces new

Koba
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charges. The Iranians accuse her of trying to undermine the state. Thomson Reuters
Foundation had claimed it had no dealings in Iran, though she did also work with BBC
Media Action.

Some months ago, Boris Johnson made a statement that Nazanin Zaghari-Radcli�fe was
teaching journalism. The Thomson Reuters Foundation angrily demanded BoJo reversed
his statement because the PM had blown her cover — or damaged her hopes of release.

The fact is Thomson Reuters Foundation do the same work as BBC Media Action –
training journalists in order to promote civil society. Media development is called, in the
Foreign O��ce, countering disinformation. So it is hard to see how they claim Radcli�fe is
just a journalist.

Alex Thomson: A journalist observes. A trainer suggests to people what to report.

UK Column News – 9th September 2020 https://youtu.be/1kZt6rQnm2w

6 0  Reply

RobG  Sep 9, 2020 10:38 PM

There needs to be a modern-day Nuremburg trials…

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/09/boris-johnson-pinning-hopes-on-
covid-testing-moonshot-leaked-papers-show

6 0  Reply

gorden  Sep 9, 2020 10:37 PM

behold the power of 5g
quick kill

UK Column News - 9th September 2020UK Column News - 9th September 2020

https://www.ukcolumn.org/
https://youtu.be/1kZt6rQnm2w
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/09/boris-johnson-pinning-hopes-on-covid-testing-moonshot-leaked-papers-show
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kZt6rQnm2w
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slow
real slow
�lu like symptoms
in�lame lungs in motion

strips electrons depletes vit c reserves

a tel aviv military weapon with bells on
it can even stop the clouds
and

make it rain

how corona novel

boris bringing distance crime marshal to the streets

martial law is it
talk on the bbc today of the role of civil and criminal virtual courts

all a bored

an invitation to a beheading
your own

o�f topic sad to see dr assad meeting the russians today with mask on

looks like belarus is still one of the few out of lockstep compliance

2 -1  Reply

Ken Garoo  Sep 9, 2020 10:23 PM

Maybe it is time to start making claims of medical malpractice against medics involved in
this politically-driven nonsense? Actually it is worse than nonsense. It is pure tyranny.

Someone without symptoms constititues a case of a disease? Since when is that sound
medical practice?

The Chinese in early 2020 presented summary reports on their experience. It included
notes that the PCR test on its own wasn’t su��cient to con�rm the diagnosis of
symptomatic hospitalised cases, let alone as a predictive test.

17 0  Reply

tonyopmoc  Sep 9, 2020 10:08 PM
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Boo

It’s All about Free Speech. Political Di�ferences are not important. Being able to speak and
be heard is.
Thank You and God Bless,
Tony

Awaiting for approval
I rarely post here, but I have occasionally from at least 2014, and I know that The Saker’s
website has been Seriously attacked by many denial of Service and Other attacks.
It is happenning to O�f-Guardian (UK) Now. I do not know where their servers are
based..but they have been DDOS’d many times before, and have always come back.
It would be great if the Saker or anyone technically competent could give them some
advice.
Meanwhile I tried to post this on their website, and will when it comes back.
“O�f-G is now either under a Massive Denial of Service attack AGAIN. or they have got
many thousands of People trying to read it at the same time and their Bandwidth is
Saturated
It means they are doing well, and it means, I should send them another tenner, and so
should you.
Nowt comes for free. Bandwidth is Expensive.
They are not government or ngo funded – just a few private individuals, who got banned
from writing in the comments section of The Guardian
No one is paying them to do this. They are supported by voluntary contributions from the
likes of you and me.
Wait till they come back and the service is stable again, before you try and send them any
money. It’s quite easy. Even I have sent them £10 at least twice.”
It’s All about Free Speech. Political Di�ferences are not important. Being able to speak and
be heard is.
Thank You and God Bless,
Tony

8 0  Reply

tonyopmoc  Sep 9, 2020 10:02 PM

Awaiting for approval

0 0  Reply
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Isn’t choosing Monday the 14th a bit suspect? Surely if a tightening of the lock-down WAS
a good idea, then why wouldn’t this tightening be done straight away?

Perhaps Johnson and co are trying to sugar coat the pill by giving us all one last chance to
let down our hair, and have a bit of a party.

Or perhaps they would just like to have plenty of fresh evidence to parade in their MSM,
evidence that far too many of us are disgustingly complacent sociopaths who need
locking down for our own good.

4 0  Reply

Simon  Sep 9, 2020 10:04 PM

 Reply to  

Maybe they are responding to this campaign:

ity
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28 0  Reply

Captain Birdheart  Sep 9, 2020 11:18 PM

 Reply to  

Useful post. Doesn’t seem to ‘up vote’ though. A few problems with O�f G
tonight. no surprise they are under attack.

4 0  Reply

Captain Birdheart  Sep 9, 2020 11:54 PM

 Reply to  

Delay sometimes, posters,

Simon

Captain Birdheart

https://i.redd.it/j85g5w2d5nk51.png
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Anyway, END THIS NONSENSE.

0 0  Reply

John Deehan  Sep 9, 2020 8:57 PM

From the moment the “ scamdemic” was pumped up and primed for people to swallow as
the “ new reality “ it’s been a question of keeping them o�f balance in a state of perpetual
frenzy and fear.

However, as in any war and state of desperation whether it’s from bombing or cancer
people start to regain a sense of proportion. It’s noticeable how as the campaign of
bullshit has progressed more and more folk are regaining their equilibrium of rational
thinking to question the legality of blind obedience to the tale.

The worm is turning, when people start to lose their income, start to feel the pain of not
touching their love ones, not feeling free the thinking mind crashes the barrier of
bollocks. Naturally, the professional pricks which employ every deceitful dirty despicable
tactic they have in their bag knows this hence the buzz words of spike, cases etc but they
have in this propaganda campaign overstepped the mark to control the masses.

Next step martial law.

7 0  Reply

Koba  Sep 9, 2020 10:57 PM

 Reply to  

You can add confusion to the frenzy and fear. We generally keep a neat straight track
when discussing this scamdemic but the true believers have several versions of the
truth

2 0  Reply

John Deehan  Sep 10, 2020 9:40 AM

 Reply to  

They have to continually change the narrative because FACTS begin to emerge
which doesn’t dovetail in with their tale.

Hence the fact that deaths from it, despite all the manipulation of the statistics
for them, are falling the new fear factor is cases which are based on a dodgy
diagnosis using a not �t for purpose test to reinforce the tale.

However, soon this will be exposed for what it is a fraud. Therefore, when they
can’t coerce people with propaganda the big stick will be applied because the
stakes are now very high for the transnational �naciers.

John Deehan

Koba
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They have committed a serious tactical error they have openly exposed
themselves.

The notion of ” conspiracy theories” won’t wash to help them. More and more
people see the establishment class for what they are PARISITES.

0 0  Reply

LKing  Sep 9, 2020 8:55 PM

I usually donate blood a couple times a year at my local church, in events conducted by
the Red Cross. I’ve come to believe that it’s healthy to refresh the blood in this way every
so o�ten. They’ve just emailed about another blood drive coming up and I’d like to donate
since I haven’t yet this year. In the email they state that they will test my blood for Covid
antibodies and email me the results a�ter the drive. I asked if I could opt out and was told
that I could or I could just delete the email. I understand this to mean that they will test it
regardless, but I can choose not to look at the results. Which misses the point entirely.
Should I just give up on donating blood altogether? I don’t feel that my data is safe
anymore. But then again, maybe they’ve already got it from past donations?

5 0  Reply

LKing  Sep 9, 2020 9:03 PM

 Reply to  

Disregard my question, it sounds like you cannot opt out. I’ve just found this on the
Red Cross website: “Antibody testing is performed on all donations made on or a�ter
June 15, 2020.”

I guess I won’t be donating to Red Cross! Will have to �nd another way to
therapeutically drain a pint of blood =)

7 0  Reply

Researcher  Sep 9, 2020 10:07 PM

 Reply to  

Forgive my typos. There was something wrong with the site and I couldn’t edit.

Giving blood is a giant money making scam. The Red Cross make millions from
selling your blood and the Red Cross itself is a fake NGO that was created by the
same cryptocracy that are perpetrating this coviscam: Freemasons.

6 0  Reply

LKing  Sep 9, 2020 10:28 PM

 Reply to  

LKing

LKing

Researcher
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Thanks for the heads up. I did know they made money o�f the donations, but
never looked much further into the Red Cross. I will certainly stop donating
to them. I would like to �nd somewhere congenial to donate, because I
believe it’s healthy to renew your blood periodically.

2 0  Reply

Ort  Sep 10, 2020 12:43 AM

 Reply to  

I hear that leeches make wonderful pets! 😉

1 0  Reply

Someone  Sep 10, 2020 5:22 AM

 Reply to  

Worrying. How many people may die of lack of a blood transfusion because
donors are (correctly) opting out of this shit?

1 0  Reply

Researcher  Sep 9, 2020 9:07 PM

 Reply to  

Please give up donating blood.

They make millions o�f donated blood. It’s a scam.

Moreover if the test you positive with the fake tests, they can subject your entire
family and everyone you care in contact with go a test, and so on.

13 0  Reply

LKing  Sep 9, 2020 10:29 PM

 Reply to  

Yes that is exactly my fear. Thanks for letting me know. Have a great day.

1 0  Reply

gorden  Sep 9, 2020 10:41 PM

 Reply to  

satanists are getting your blood
do you really think they are given innocent children your old juice

blood is big money a billion dollar market
you are a cow being milked for pro�t

LKing

LKing

LKing

Researcher

LKing
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they probably already have a clone replacement of you developing in the basement
at imperial college

3 -1  Reply

Orhell  Sep 9, 2020 11:19 PM

 Reply to  

Did you know that all those vile individuals at the top that magically make it to 100+
years of age have life extending treatments including twice weekly blood
transfusions using blood donated by the youngest people possible? When I was a
kid, the Hammer horror �lm based on the TRUE story of a royal who bathed in the
blood of her murdered maids was famous and well regarded as a fact based fairytale
that warned of the evils to watch for in those that ruled over us. Today the medical
establishment laughs in our face as it publishes paper a�ter paper boasting about
the e��cacy of this treatment they o�fer to the ‘elites’.

Meanwhile, for us plebs, it is DNR orders for ever younger patients- now including
every disabled person, and previously healthy people as young as FIFTY. DNR means
if you are a previously healthy person with pneumonia or the like, they let you die if
you have ‘heart failure’ or similar sudden life threatening issues with no attempt to
rescue you, even though a rescue attempt would be 99.99% successful.

The similarity with the ‘health care’ system in German in the 1930s is exact. And to
the same ends.

However, as bad as things are, donating blood, without a doubt, does some good.

1 0  Reply

Simon  Sep 9, 2020 8:29 PM

All of these people wearing masks are aiding and abetting in genocide. It is not the right
thing to do or a harmless choice. They need to know they are committing a crime
terrorising people and causing deaths and illness. Following orders is no excuse.

LKing
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Moneycircus  Sep 9, 2020 8:38 PM

 Reply to  

People need to recognize that fascism is not something alien. It came from their
own societies. From the corporations they love. From the brands they treat as
friends.

Fascism is ours and if we choose to return to it (and unconsciously, there are many
who do) then it shall have been welcomed, not imposed.

Fascism is something corporations do if they are not checked.

It was Western industrial interests that �nanced Hitler. There is plenty of well-
researched evidence from primary sources. See Antony Sutton’s ‘Wall Street and the
Rise of Hitler’, Edwin Black’s ‘IBM and the Holocaust’, Rodney Atkinson’s ‘Europe’s
Full Circle’, Adam Lebor’s ‘Hitler’s Secret Bankers’ and anything by Eustace Mullins.
The German industrialists are covered by Pool, James; Pool, Suzanne (1978), Who
Financed Hitler: The Secret Funding of Hitler’s Rise to Power, 1919-1933

10 0  Reply

Researcher  Sep 9, 2020 9:04 PM

 Reply to  

I’ve always believed fascism has been with us, partially hidden, just out of view.

Because we’ve never participated in our “democracy” and voting is a token
gesture, to legitimize an illegitimate system and hinder public revolt.

We were only following orders - Nuremberg TrialsWe were only following orders - Nuremberg Trials……

Simon

Moneycircus

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfbiStS1kG4
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Corporations have controlled wars, militaries, governments and households,
and those corporations are in direct partnership with central banks, so we’ve
been living under fascism for at least a hundred years.

We just never recognized it as such, because the soldiers weren’t on “our” streets.

It was a war of stealth, on us.

12 0  Reply

Someone  Sep 10, 2020 5:28 AM

 Reply to  

I know but I’m unemployed and can’t risk a 500 euro �ne.

1 -1  Reply

Someone  Sep 10, 2020 11:24 AM

 Reply to  

Whoever downvoted this, I hope you never lose your job…

0 0  Reply

Simon Gruffydd Foster  Sep 9, 2020 8:28 PM

It gets worse. A new report looking at deaths in France comes to the conclusion that all
the excess “covid deaths” were actually the result of lockdown, not any particular virus.

The report examines all mortality deaths in France every year since 1946. The evidence is
well laid out and compelling. And France is no outlier when it comes down to lockdown
and deaths in April.

See for yourself. You can download the report in pdf from this website page:
https://muchadoaboutcorona.ca/30200-vulnerable-french-citizens/

14 0  Reply

tonyopmoc  Sep 9, 2020 8:11 PM

I kind of predicted this would happen, so prepared for it…

“Boris Johnson says he wants EVERYBODY in the UK to be able to take a coronavirus test
EVERYDAY” – before he started going on about “A new ‘moon-shot testing’ approach”

I have bought one of these temperature testing guns direct from China £3.99. It was
delivered in less than 2 weeks for another £3.99. Still that is less than £10 , and it works.

Simon

Someone

https://muchadoaboutcorona.ca/30200-vulnerable-french-citizens/
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I have pointed it at myself – armpit works best, and tested it against a traditional British
thermometer – and it gives the same results. and I have even tested it on my wife, and it
gives the correct temperature, which I �nd quite impessive.

It might work on Boris Johnson too. He might be brainwashed, but I think he is human.
My wife has even seen him. She wasn’t planning to, but he just happened to be there,
whilst she was doing her shopping during the last election. She didn’t vote for him

The acid test will be Matt Hancock.

I suspect it won’t register on him at all.

I think he is an illusion.

Just a 3D hologram or maybe a Virtual Alien

Tony

14 0  Reply
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Lou  Sep 9, 2020 8:20 PM

 Reply to  

Sure that isn’t a hairdryer Tony?

8 0  Reply

Paul  Sep 10, 2020 12:28 AM

 Reply to  

The daily test is a prelude to the vaccine.

No vaccine no life.

3 0  Reply
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